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The unsteady motion of a circumferentially grooved Journal
bearing is analyzed and programmed on a digital computer, using
the short bearing approximation of Reynolds 1 equation. The
boundary conditions of continuity are used, and particular em-
phasis is placed on determining the effect of the size and
shape of the cavitation zone on the unsteady characteristics of
the bearing.
Tabulated data consisting of bearing loads, load angles,
and spring and damping coefficients are presented for a wide
range of bearing dimensions and operating conditions. A com-
puter program is also written which can be used to obtain a
wider range of values than are tabulated, and/or as a sub-
routine in an analysis of a Journal bearing supported system.
The analysis shows that the dynamic properties of a jour-
nal bearing are greatly influenced by the shape and extent of
the cavitation zone, thus indicating a need for experimental
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1}^^ damping coefficient, as in B rr ; lb-sec/in.
B /y) /?n c
BNM dimensionless damping coefficient, —
-
PaLa
c radial bearing clearance; in.
CB bearing center
CJ journal center
CJ 1 perturbed Journal center
d perturbation of Journal center; In.
D Journal diameter; in.
e Journal eccentricity; in.
2F total bearing load; lb.
2F total steady state bearing load; lb.
2F
F dimensionless bearing load,
paLR
F, , F 2 bearing forces in 1 and 2 directions respectively; lb.
F , F20 steady state bearing forces in the 1 and 2 directions
respectively; lb.
*V * ^s bearing forces in r and s directions respectively; lb.
h radial bearing clearance at any point; c(l+ncos0);
in.
h* radial bearing clearance along the upstream boundary
of the cavitated zone; c(l + ncosO*); in.
I fh*dz
K /»t*m spring coefficient, as in K^r ; lb/in
KNM dimensionless spring coefficient,
paLH
2L total bearing length, excluding circumferential
groove; in.




p pressure at any point; psla.
pd feed pressure; psla,
p 1 feed pressure, (p -Pa ); pslg.
p ambient pressure; psla.
PR pressure ratio, —
Pa
Q^ volumetric flow in the m direction; in3 /sec.
R Journal radius
r,s radial and tangential reference axis
u,v,w fluid velocities in the x,y, and z directions res-
pectively
v perturbation of journal center; in/sec.
w film width at any point measured from the circumfer-
ential groove; in.
x,y horizontal and vertical reference axis
x,y,z film coordinate axis
A.
dt
£ width of a oil strlation at the downstream boundary
of the cavitated zone; in.
%* width of a oil strlation at the upstream boundary of
the cavitated gone? in.
angle between bearing load and line of centers ; ra-
dians
ijj rotational speed of journal; radians/sec.
relative tangential velocity between journal and
-^ L bearing, (CD- 20) \ radians/sec.
y\* dimensionless squeeze, -^ (—
)
a
M viscosity; lb-sec/in3 .
Pa
6 angle between line of centers and any point on the
journal; radians





The knowledge of the dynamic properties of a journal bear-
ing is necessary in the design stage both to ascertain the
inherent stability of the bearing itself and to predict the
overall response of a bearing supported system to external and
internal excitations. Some of the many problems which can be
encountered are self excited half speed whirl, excessive am-
plitude of vibration of the journal within the bearing near
the critical speed of the system, and the inability of the
system to recover from a dynamic load.
Since Reynolds 'derived the three dimensional, continuity,
differential equation for determining the pressure distribu-
tion in an oil film between two moving surfaces, all Journal
bearing investigations have used Reynolds 1 equation, usually
in one of two simplified forms because of its mathematical
formidability . In the two dimensional or infinite bearing sim-
plification, the pressure induced flow in the axial direction
is neglected. In the short bearing simplification, the pres-
sure induced flow in the circumferential direction is neglected
by assuming that it is much less than the velocity induced flow
caused by the relative motion between the journal and the bear-
ing.
However, defining and applying the proper boundary con-
ditions has proved to be the most difficult task in obtaining
a good solution to Reynolds 1 equation, even in one of the re-
duced forms and under steady state conditions. Sommerfeld, in
190^-, was the first to obtain an exact solution to Reynolds*
two dimensional equation, but his solution allowed negative
pressures in the diverging portion of the bearing. This led
to the theory that under certain conditions of loading, vapor-
ization could occur because a fluid is unable to support any
appreciable tensile force. This theory has since been verified

by making observations of tranlucent bearings which clearly
show film rupture[l] ,[2],[3],[V]. Theoretically, the cavita-
tion pressure should be the vapor pressure of the fluid, but
in actual practice the cavitation pressure has been found to
be very nearly ambient pressure because of entrapped air and
other gases.
In 1952, 0ckvirk[5] developed a steady state solution of
Reynolds' equation using the short bearing approximation and
assuming that the entire unloaded half of the bearing was ca-
vitated and at zero pressure. More recently, Fedor[6] and
Donaldson[7] obtained solutions of Reynolds' three dimensional
equation using series solutions and applying Sommerfeld's
boundary conditions, but requiring that the feed pressure be
sufficiently high so as to suppress cavitation. However, this
is an unrealistic situation in most bearing applications, par-
ticularly those in which stability is a problem.
Two recent analyses of unsteady motion are of special
interest in this investigation. Holmes [8] extended Ockvirk's
solution to the particular case of a rigid shaft supported by
symmetrical bearings. Richardson[9] also used the short bear-
ing approximation, but defined the cavitation boundary more
rigorously by assuming that there was a zero pressure gradient
along the boundary and by assuming that the shape and extent of
the cavity was a function of feed pressure and squeeze. .Rich-
ardson obtains a solution to his analysis by digital methods.
However, both Holmes and Richardson violate continuity since
they do not consider the oil entering and subsequently leaving
the cavitation zone.
In 1957 t theories which took into account continuity of
flow through the cavitation zone were independently developed
by Floberg[lO] and Rlghtmlre[ll]. Experimental work by Flo-
berg and Ishli[4] has indicated a close agreement with the
continuity theory under steady state conditions.

Purpose
The purpose of this investigation is to analyze the un-
steady motion of a circular, circumferentially grooved journal
bearing, using the short bearing approximation and the bound-
ary conditions of continuity. A circumferentially grooved
Journal bearing was chosen because its line source makes the
feeding arrangement independent of the journal attitude within
the bearing. The results of this analysis will be presented
in two forms: a computer program which can be used as a sub-
routine in a systems analysis, and in the form of tabulated
data. of spring and damping coeffecients for use in hand calcu-
lations.

ALYSIS OF UNSTEADY MOTION
Assumptions
In arriving at a solution of Reynolds' equation which
will adequately describe the unsteady motion and dynamic pro-
perties of a circumferentially grooved journal bearlr
following assumptions will be made:
1. The fluid is Newtonian and incompressible.
2. The viscosity is constant.
3. The flow is laminar.
4. The mass of the fluid is negligible.
5. Surface tension' is negligible.
6. The fluid adheres to the journal and bearing surfaces.
7. There is no distortion of the journal or bearing
surfaces due to hydrodynamic pressure; only light
and moderately loaded bearings will be considered.
8. The fluid film is so thin that it has no curvature.
9. The fluid film is so thin that there is no pressure
gradient across the fil;.,.
10. The vapor pressure of the fluid is equal to ambient
pressure
.
11. The pressure induced flow in the circumferential di-
rection is negligible compared to the velocity
induced flow in the circumferential direction
12. In the cavitated region, the fluid divides into an
infinite number of streamers.
The last two assumptions will be discussed in ^greater
detail in later sections; the remaining assumptions are self
explanatory.
Journal 3earlng Oil Film Theory
Figure I illustrates the general case of the unsteady
motion of a journal within a fixed rigid bearing. At any
instant in time the journal has a rotational speed UO about

Figure I
Journal-bearing motion referred to a fixed point in space
Figure II
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Figure IV
Oil film forces in the z direction
^ + oT
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its own center CJ , an orbital speed of about the bearing
center CB and a radial velocity e. However in analyzing this
system, it is more c .lent to fix the line of centers in
space and use that line as a reference as shown in Figure II.
Then the journal has a clockwise rotational speed of (UJ - 0)
and the bearing has counterclockwise rotational speed of 0.
The forces acting in the x and z directions on an ele-
mental cube dx dy dz are shown in Figures III and IV, where
u, v, and w are the fluid velocities in the x, y, and z di-
rections respectively az any point. Equilibrium of forces








With the assumption that the film is so thin that has no
pressure gradient across it;
The sheer stresses are obtained from Newton's law for laminar
viscous flow[l2]:
7* ~ A !^ U
Substituting these expressions into equations 1 and 2 gives

dX vw ^/, hyhz -/ i(.y j^ + ^J (3)
if
Again considering the fact that the film is very thin in the
y direction, so that the velocity gradients in the y direc-




Tft§n equations 3 and ^ become
£x ""^g-y^ (5)
tfz * by2 (6)
With the assumption of constant viscosity, equations 5 and 6
can be integrated twice:
U =
^H y2 + C^ + ^ (7)
-1 \j)
w =




, C^ , C3 , and CM are constants of integration.
From Figure II, the boundary conditions are:
at y = 0: u = (OJ - 0)R, w =
at y = h : u = - 0R , w =
where h is the film thickness at any x.
Applying these boundary conditions to equations 7 and 8:
u o
^
|E (y 2 -hy) -^f+ (03- '0)R (9)
™ = hM (y2 - hy) (10)
With the assumption that the pressure induced flow in the
circumferential direction is much less than the velocity in-
duced flow due to the relative motion between the journal
and the bearing, equation 9 becomes:
u =
-^y + (lO- 0)R (11)
The boundary Velocities in the y direction are
at y = 0, v = y





Substituting equations 10 and 11 into the continuity equation

L J *
( r s ^
<S / 1 &P a 1
Integrating the above expression from y = to y = h and
applying the boundary velocities in the y direction, the
final result is the short bearing approximation of Reynolds 1
equation for unsteady motion:
lz 2 h3 ^x h"3
where JK. = (UL) - 20)
This equation is much easier to manipulate and solve
than Reynolds' complete equation, and for moderately loaded
bearings with length to diameter ratios of less than | the
loss of accuracy introduced by the short bearing simplifi-
cation can be expected to be of the same order of magnitude
as some of the other assumptions which were necessary to
make. A comparison between an exact solution obtained by
Donaldson [7] under steady state conditions (0=0, e = 0)
and the results of this investigation is presented in
Appendix A. It is proposed that the same deviations could
be expected in the case of unsteady motion between exact
and approximate solutions.
Again assuming constant viscosity, equation 12 can be
integrated twice with respect to z to obtain the pressure
distribution on the bearing surface:
3//R-A ^h 6;-/. 2p =
-jjs ^-^yzSc.z + Ci (13)
10

where C, and C x are constants of Integration to be de-
termined by the film boundary conditions.
Expressions for the unit flows in the x and z directions
will be required in the next section for determining the cav-
tatlon boundaries. These expressions can readily be obtained
by integrating the velocities u and v across the film as
follows
:
Q x = / u dy
-'o
f h
Qz =/ v dy
Substituting in equations 10 and 11 the final result is:
Qi= (0)-2K)^-g,g (15)
Film boundary Conditions
The unwrapped oil film for one half of a circumferen-
tlally grooved journal bearing is shown in Figure V. The
approximate shape of the cavitation zone as observed experi-
mentally [l], [2], [3], [^], is defined by the boundary
1-2-3; for steady motion, point 1 occurs immediately
downstream from the point of minimum film thickness (x = mrR)
where the rate of film expansion is the greatest, but in the
case of unsteady motion it must be assumed that cavitation
could commence at any x. Since the vapor pressure of the
fluid is assumed to be ambient, then the entire cavity must




at z = w, p = pa
where w is the film width at any x and is equal to L
where cavitation is not present.




- ws ) + C, (z - w) (16)
k
Figure V









With the assumption that the fluid adheres to the sur-
faces of the journal and bearing, the fluid must split into
one or more striations upon reaching the boundary 1 - 2 in
order to satisfy continuity and to prevent subambient pres-
sures from occurring. This is shown in Figure VI for the









The upstream boundary 1 - 2 is determined by considering
the flow through an elemental volume h dx dz at A. Then the
flow entering the boundary at A is :
Q tN = Q* dx + Qxdz
From equations 1^ and 15 this becomes:
Q JN = J(W- 20jRhdx-J^|| dz
Since there are no pressure gradients in the cavitated zone,
the only flow is velocity induced flow caused by the rela-
tive motion beti^een journal and bearing. Thus the flow
leaving the boundary at A must be
:
Q 0UT = i(U)- 2#)Rhdx











Applying this boundary condition to equation 16 to evaluate
the constant C, the pressure distribution in the region
bounded by z = and 3-^-1-2 18 found to be:
3// >>h
P - P„ = ri-CHAr- - 2y)(z 3 -zw) + pt(i - £)a h bx w (17)
where p ' = p - Pa
The first term on the right side of equation 1? is the
hydrodynamic pressure distribution and the second term is the
hydrostatic pressure distribution. The slopes of these two
terms at z = w, are, respectively:
3w>/ Ah
= _-(g4_* - 2y) (18)
w (19)
The existence of cavitation at any x upstream from point 2 and
downstream from point 3 can be ascertained by letting w = L in









i.e. the positive slope of the hydrodynamic pressure is
greater than the negative slope of the hydrostatic pressure
This is illustrated in the left diagram of Figure VII.
Figure VII
Axial pressure distribution in region 1 - 2
hydrostatic
hydrodynamic
equation 20 (unstable) equation 22 (stable)
If the condition for cavitation is satisfied(equation 20) then
w adjusts so that:
=
Substituting equations 18 and 19 into the above expression,









v? - - -R- sin 66X a




3// (cn-Asin 6 - 2e cos 6) ( 22 )
If equation 20 is not satisfied, then:
w = L
It can be seen that equation 22 is invalid for the down-
stream boundary 2 - 3 by considering the steady state case.
Then equation 22 becomes:
-P .h«
3// cnajsin 6
Under these conditions, the expression under the square
root becomes negative at angles greater than = 2rr, implying
that the cavitation zone cannot extend past © = 2tt. Physically
this would not necessarily be true for high Journal speeds and
low feed pressures.
The downstream boundary is determined by considering con-
tinuity of flow through the cavity as illustrated in Figure .
VIII. Let the width of one striation at the upstream bound-










Continuity of flow across the downstream boundary
|ARh A z --->
x = RO
With the assumption that the fluid adheres to the Journ-
al and bearing surfaces, then by continuity the same amount of
fluid must leave the cavity at z = w at point B on the down-
stream boundary. Since we have assumed that there are no
PF§§§Ur§ gPSCl4§tttj§ in the Qavity, there can be. no mot-ion 9f
the striatlon in the z direction.
Summing up the total flow in the unit volume h Ax Az
at B, the result is :














Substituting equation 25 into 2k:
iARh*£z -ig- ^-(H^g - 2y)w . £l Ax = |ARhAz
Assuming an infinite number of striations, and then taking the
limit as Ax—*dx and Az-*-dz:
§ARh* dz
-|5f(RA~ - 2y) - -^Hdx= §ARh dz (26)
Making the substitutions:
dx = R de
1
dz i = dw
[w
bh en , .
r—.= - ~- sin 6
ox R













The film width, w, in equation 27 is in terms of two vari.





The oil film forces which will be considred are:
1. Hydrodynaraic , hydrostatic and shear in the complete
film region bounded by z = and ^-1-2-3-4-
in Figure V.
2. Shear in the cavitation zone.
The differential hydrodynamic and hydrostatic force on a
strip of the journal w, Rdeis:
dF,, = / pdzRde




^UA-!- 2y)(z 2 - zw) + p«(l - |)jdzRd©
which when integrated becomes:
f w3 R , Jh
dF
u
= —(RAt— - 2y) + |p'w R d0, dh
^ ""ih^ ^" |P WJ
Resolving this differential force in the 1 and 2 directions as
shown in Figure IX:
d?
FJ
= dFp cos 6
dFpa = dFp sin 6
The tangential shear stress in the complete film region
due to the relative sliding velocity is (see Figure II):
X> = r(^R- '0e cos 6 + e sin 6)h




Coordinate system for oil film forces
Then the differential force due to shear on a strip w, R de is
dF~ = "C wR de
St
Substituting in the value for "G
dFf . = : a$
n
Resolving the shear force in the 1 and 2 directions:
dP,-. = - dFc sine d6
dFr „ = dF,-- cos e de
In the cavitated zone, there is no hydrostatic pressure,
since p = pa . Also, since there are no pressure gradients,





The shear forces in the cavitated zone are obtained by-
assuming an infinite number of striations as in the preceding
section. Refer to Figure X where one striatlon is shown.
Figure X




where £* and & are the striation widths at the upstream
and downstream boundaries respectively.









Substituting in the expression for 8 from above
dfV= /10JR h^ Rde
h h




Then the differential force due to shear across the complete




R' h* dz de
where the integral must be evaluated numerically.





- dFc sin 6 de
dFr = dF,» cos e deSea »c
the- fors^s in the 1 an& § &l?@dtle&e and &
substitutions:
oh cn„. c
— = - — sin 6
^x R
y = - e cos e
Then the differential forces in the 1 and 2 directions are:
w3 R













dPo =! ™—h— (^cn sine - 2e cos e)sln 6+ Wn ~ sin 6a [ 2h3 2
,.vo;r
3w >iiOR3 I 1
, %










which must be evaluated numerically.
The attitude angle is :
F
= tan»(~-) (30)
Spring and Damping: Goeffecients
Refer to Figure XI. At a given Instant of time the jour-
nal center is at CJ and is being acted upon by the forces F,
and F2 which were evaluated in the previous section. Now the
journal is given a perturbed displacement, d, and a perturbed
velocity, v, to the position CJ*; then the forces acting upon





+K^.(r f s) d+ Bj,(r,s)
F
s
= F20 +K G (r,s) d+ Bs (r,s)
where F l0 and F20 are the steady state forces at CJ; and K




Perturbation of journal center
•2^
1
In evaluating the previous equations it is first nec-
essary to transfer the forces F, and F2 to the r and s axis.







= dF, sin;A + dF2 cosc<
Since a small perturbation is being considered:









With these approximations, the differential radial and tan-
gential forces become:






Substituting the equations 28 and 29 into equations 31 and 32:
dF„ = \ <_L±.— cos e , _ 2e cos 6 +Anc sin e + § p'wR cos 6r
? 2h3 [ j
.lie-M^I sine. i/^S sine_ .— sin w - =— w - -—
,h h2 cn V 2h*
- 2e cos 6 + -A. nc sin 6 | + J p'wR sin
dF,
I
+ C os e + — cos e ) > dG




cos 6 j - 2e cos © +-A-cn sin + i'p'wr co
MUO R3w
, a /WR8 I . J\ , ^waR . .
-
— sin© - -— sin©/ + sin©
e
2h*
- 2e cos © + -A. nc sin Q \ + i p'wR sin ©













>/ W R [" 2r cos e i-L'nc sin
a
r ~ / 2C 3
C °S ["(1-rncosG) 3 + (l + ncos6) J
2s sin G i . „ „ >/a;R 3wsin0
-
-; rr ' + 2 pwR cos 6 - 7- —r—(1+ncose) 3 J (l+ncos6)c





-2c 3 L cn ( 1 + ncos0 )
3
CUs sine 2ss sin 6 1 p*wRs sin 6
(l + ncos0) 3 cn(l + ncos9) 3 J 2cn
^ja;R3wscos6 //LIJR3 Is cos 6 ) Jrt . .
_ _ Cde (33)
c
3n(l + ncosG) c*n(l + n cos efj
r/fw3Rcose f 2rs cos e Uj s sin 9dF = :> _ _ _— +
s
I
2c 3 [ (l + ncos6) 3 cn (l+ncos0) 3
2ss sin 6 1 P* swR cos 6 /-/q;R 3ws sin 6
cn(l +n cos 6) 3 J 2cn c 3 n(l + n cos 6)
//0CR 3 Is sin 6 >!w3Rsin6 f 2r cos 6
+
c
3 n(l + n cos 0) 3 2c 3 [ (l+ncos6) 3
UJ nc sin 6 2s sin 6 "|
+ : ; rr- + £ P* wR s ^-n e
(1 + ncose) 3 (1 + ncose) 3 j
>/aiR §wcos6 MlOR^lcos 6 )^ ,
+ —
.
+ r-> dG (3*0
c(l + ncos6 c3 (l+ncos6) 3 )
Equations 33 and Jk are non linear in n. However, with the
assumption that the perturbation is small, the equations can
be linearized. From Figure XI:
cnc + r = en cos c< a en
or:
n a* n + §
26

where — « n^and Is time dependent.
By Taylor's theorem:
f(n +|) = f(n )+ |r'(ne )
neglecting second order and higher powers of — .
c
Then, by also neglecting other second order terms
£ f(n +£) fe §f(n )
r f<* +£) Pf(n.)
§ f(n +±-) SJ § f(n )
s f (n + -) S3 s f (n )
r s =
ss=
Linearizing the terms of equations 33 and 3^ as above:
//
w
3 R 2r cos 6 U,? en sin
dp = cos e . __ _o +
2o* (1 + ncos©) 3 (i+ncos©) 3
U; r sin 6 (1 + n cos 6 - 3n cos 6) 2s sin 6
(1 +ncos e)« " (1+ncose) 3
i , „ ft >K('R2w sin 6 A/t(;R
awr sin 6 cos 6
+ g p'wR cos 6 - —: +
c(l+ncos0) c~(l + ncos0)
MUJr 3 i sine 2/JLiJH a Irnsine cos 6
+
c
3 (1 + n cos 0) c a (1 + ncos 0)'
2?

>/w3 Rs^sin3 G p'wRs sine //a'R 3 ws cos 6
2c 3 (1 + n cos 0) 3 2cn c 2nd+ncos6)
MUO R 3 Is cos 6
c
3 n 0. + n cos e)
d© (35)
'y-/w3 RstUcos 6 sin pPswRcos© A'/^R3 ws sin ©
2c 3 (1 + n cos G) 3 2cn c 3n(l + nccsG)
^0)R 3 Is sin © yl/w3Rsin6 ,r 2r cos 6
- + j _
c
3 n (1 + n cos 6) 3 2c 3 [ (1+ncos©)**
CUncsin© uJr sin 6(1 + n cos 8 - 3ncos6)
+ +
(1 + ncose) 3 (1 + ncose) <
2s sine 1 .
. „
//i0R 3wcose
- | + tP wR sin +(1+ncose) 3 j c(l+ncos©)
,W0/'R3wr cos 3 6 MUJB^l cos ©
+
c
3 (1 +• n cos ©) 3 c 3 (l+ncos©)
2>/a>R 3 Ir cos 3 ©")
d© (36)
c
3 (l + ncos ©) 3 \
Equations 35 and 36 are of the form:
dF
r
= - dK^r - dB^r - dK^s + dB^£ s + dF,





sin © cos 6(1 + n cos © - 3n cos 0)
r ** ( 2c 3 (l + ncos0)
//WR3w sin cos 6 2MWR. Z I sin © cos e)
, , ooX
- 2"7^ 7TT2 - TTt T^—(d© KJ7)
c
3 (l + ncos©) 3 c 3 (l + ncosG) 3 J
^w3Rcos 3 © dQ (38)
rr c
3 (l + ncos ©) 3
28

(MUJvj3 R sin2 p'wRsine //y;R 3wcos6dK_ = \ —7-7- -th- + : +kf
* (2c a (l + ncos0)'> 2cn c 2n(l + ncos0)
MIX) R 2 I cos 6 )
, ,
.
+ — oVd0 (39)
c*n (1 + n cos 0) 2j
WBcoseslne de {k)
1*5 c
3 (l + ncos e) 3
^ w3 RLU cos 6 sin 6 pPwR cos 6 MUO R aw sin 6
clk = - r—
—r - +
2c 3 (1 + n cos 0) 3 2cn c 2n(l + ncos6)
>/0/R2 I sin 6
c
3 n (1 + n cos 6) 2
d6 (41)
M w3 R sin2 6
,, rt .
d3<-,. = -r-; pr d6 (42)ss c-(l +n cos 6) 3
ysm'e (i + ncos8 - 3noose)
* r 2c 3 (l + ncos6)
///X'R 2 vrcos 2 6 2MUJR a I cos 2
"
c
2 (l + ncos0) a " o*(l+ncos0)* d9 C3)
>/ w3 R sin cos 6




K/n^ = I *****
Jo
ATT
which must be evaluated numerically.
The final result is:
F = - K r - B r - K s + B s + F (45)




F. = - K s - B-.s + K r + B r + F„ rts ss i>s i>r sr ~° (46)
However, it is generally more convenient to work with
cartesian rather than polar coordinates. Therefore the in-
tegrated forces, and spring and damping coefficients will be
asferred to the x - y axis as shown in Figure XII.
Figure XII





r = y sin + x cos
s = y cos - x sin
r = y sin + x cos
s = y cos - x sin
F
x














Equations 47 . through 52 are substituted into equations 45 and
46:
F^ = - K^
r
(y sin0 + x cos ) - B hr (y sin0 + x cos )+ F|o
- K rs (y cos - x sin0 ) + B rs (y cos - x sin0 ) (53)
F S " - K si (y oos ^ - x Qin0 ) - B^ (y cos - x sin0 ) + F20
+ Kgr (y sin0 + x cos 0)+B4/.(ysin0 + x cos ) (54)





sin0 cos y - K^cos 3 x - B^.r sin cos y
- B^r cos
3
x - K rs cos
2 y + K rs sin0 cos x
,
*
+ B^cos 3 y - B ri- sin0 cos x + FIO cos
+ K 5S cos sin y - K ss sin
3 x + B ss cos sin y




,sin3 y - K$r. sin cos 0x
- B,..„sin3 y - B
v
-„sin0 cos0x - F^, sin0
p = - k^ sin3 y - K^ sin0 cos 0x - B rr sin2 y
- B^
r
sin cos x - TiL sin cos y + K^ sin3 x
+ B
rj sin0 cos 0y - B sin
3
x + F |0 sin0
- K cos 3 y + K is sin0 cos0x - B J£ cos
3 y





sin cos y + B s ^ cos
3




PK - - Kxx x - B Xx x - Kx/ y - B x/ y - Fo (55)











) sin0 oos0+ K ss sin3 (57)





s ^) sin0 cos + K^ r sin3 (58)




= K sr cos
3
+ (Kss - Krr ) sin0 cos + K rs sin3 (60)
B
xx
= B rr cos
3
+ (Bhs + Bsr ) sin0 cos + Bss sin
3 (6l)
Byy = B 5S cos
3
- (B
ri + B sr ) sin0 cos + B rr sin
3 (62)




The general case. of unsteady motion of a circular cir-
cumferentially grooved journal bearing has now been analyzed
and the differential forces and differential spring and damp-
ing coefficients are in forms which can be solved numerically.
A detailed procedure, using a high speed computer, is given in
Appendix B. However, the general computational procedure is as
follows. For a given bearing geometry (L, R, C, and/-/) and
given operating conditions (IU
, 0, n and e):
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1. Determine direction of flow (± 0) and locate up-
stream and downstream cavitation boundaries.
2. For each 0, calculate the film width.
3. For each 0, determine the differential forces and
differential spring and damping constants.
4. Integrate numerically to obtain the radial and tan-
gential forces and spring and damping coefficients.
5. Calculate the bearing load, load angle, and horizontal
and vertical spring and damping coefficients.
Simplified Analysis
It should be noted that equations 37 through 44, and,
consequently equations 57 through 64 are independent of e,0,
^e, and A0 due to the fact that (see Figure XI):
dB
d_f h (dK^» d)
c?
=
llm A. (dB v)
Since dK/n/7n and dB^^ are functions of w, then w must also be
independent of and e in the above mentioned equations.
If now frlctlonal effects are neglected on the assump-
tion that they are small compared to squeeze effects, then -A.
and CU can be used interchangeably throughout the entire anal-
sis by virtue of the choice of reference axis. Then the equa-
tions for the spring and damping coefficients and the equations
for the steady state forces F and F20 can be non-dimension-
alized and expressed in terms of just three independent vari-
ables; eccentricity ratio, n, pressure ratio, PR, and dimen-





p^^ p v c ;
Then the pertinent dimensionless equations are:
I
- (PR - 1) (1+. n cos 6)\3
(65)L
• / 3nVl* sin 6
v^ cbr
=
/Wv 3 1 + (1 + noos ©)
3 (PR - I) ,^.
L3 d.6 L 2(cos6- cos"©*) 6nA*(oos 6 - cos 0#)
S^ = I -A»(g)» ,.3ln0o08 ° a +(*) (PR - i) oos e de (67)p LR L (1 + ncosO)° L
d-^a* 1 * ,w - sin2 e w , , , „«.
sis = i'^'iun^BF + (l> (PR - x) sine de (68)
Eisl m _ ^L (w smeoose _
p LR 2
V
I/ (1 + ncos 0)
(69)
g^J^(g). "»'« + ^gH-l)(P)alne|d9 (70)
p LR !_ ^ L (l + ncos 0) 2n L'
dKsl c _A*,Wva sin ©cos© i , . ,w> ]
—21— = - -_ (ii)3- -_ + ~- PR - 1) (-) cos G d©
P LR 2 V (1 + ncos©) 2n' V
(71)
S^c^^ w sin^e
+ ncose - 3ncos0) (72)
P LR 2 L (1 + ncos 6)
dB^c . cos 2 ©
_- = A*7—
-rs- d© (73)
^ LR (1 + n cos ©)





p LR (1 + n cos ©)"
3k

dB ir c . sin 6 cos
P lR (1 + n cos G)*4
dB,. 5 = cL3, r
The general computational procedure is the same as before,




Figures XIII, XIV, XV, XVI and XVII illustrate the shape
and extent of the cavitation zone for various combinations of
Journal motion obtained by this investigation. Results obtained
by Ishil and Richardson ( the latter in dashed lines) are also
presented for comparison. The direction of the circumferential
flow in Figure XVI is the reverse of the circumferential flow
in Figure XV, thus Figure XVI is a mirror image of Figure XV.
Tables 1 and 2 show a breakdown of the effects of circum-
ferential squeeze, radial squeeze, feed pressure, complete film
friction, and cavitation zone friction on the forces and spring
and damping coefficients for the examples in Figures XV and XIV.
Tabulated data for the simplified analysis which neglected
frictional effcts is given in Appendix C for numerous combina-
tions of dimenslonless squeeze, pressure ratio, and eccentrici-
ty ratio. The parameters were chosen so as to cover as wide a
range of bearing applications as possible.
Table 3 is a comparison between the data in Appendix C
r i
ana a:.-:a obtained by Holmes 8| who analyzed the vibration of
a rigid shaft by extending Ockvirk's analysis and boundary con-








* nU* (l-ns ) *l6n8 J *
PaLa
' Ml-n3 ) 3
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which is a form of Ockvirk's load number. The factor of
2 is necessary because this investigation uses a circum-
ferentially grooved bearing with a total length of 2L.
Since Ockvirk's theory defines the attitude angle for a given
eccentricity ratio, it was necessary to fix both and n in
the comparison.
The program in Appendix: Bis written in a manner so that
any or all of the valuer can be called without any major changes.
Frictional effects can be neglected simply by deleting the in-
dicated cards, thus reducing the program to three dimensionless
variables as in Appendix C. It should be noted that for sim-
plicity only one half of the bearing was considered in the
analysis, but that the program and tabulated c^ata are in
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For the steady state example of Figure XIII, Ishli *s results
are very close to the results of this investigation, consider-
ing that while Ishii used continuity of flow through the cavity,
he averaged the flow leaving the boundary 1-2 and then used
this average to determine the boundary 2-3. Thus it should
be expected that Ishii 1 s point C should be outside the bound-
ary of this investigation since the average flow at w_ is less
c
than the straight line flow, while point D should be inside the
boundary of this investigation since the avearage flow at wD
is greater than the straight line flow. However, h does not
vary appreciably between point 1 and 2 due to the large slope
of the upstream boundary, and thus the average flow through-
out the cavity is very close to the exact flow. Also, some
minor disagreement could be expected between machine and hand
calculations.
The deviation between this theory and Richardson* s is
quite pronounced along the downstream boundary, particularly
in the steady state cases of Figure XIII and XIV; closer agree-
ment is reached as the ratio of circumferential flow to axial
flow is reduced as in Figure XV and XVI until there is perfect
agreement in Figure XVII where only axial flow due to radial
velocity e is present. None of the sample runs indicated any
differences along the upstream boundary; this was to be ex-
pected since both theories use the same method for calculating
the upstream boundary. The values for load and attitude angle
are surprisingly close in Figure XVII, considering that dif-
ferent numerical integration techniques were employed for the
two theories. Thus any deviations in the results can be attri-
buted directly- to the differences between the doxmstream cavi-
tation boundaries. This is best illustrated in the steady state
examples of Figures XIII and XIV, where the most pronounced
difference is in the fourth quadrant ',". (.1. 5tt <6 <2n) .' .
k6

Richardson's theory yields a greater film extent in this area
and consequently a greater film force in the direction of the
applied load, thus reducing the net bearing load and increasing the
load anglo. The same analysis can be applied to the other
examples although it is somewhat more complicated in the dyna-
mic cases. Richardson did not compute the spring and damping
coefficients and so no direct comparison of these can be made,
but by comparing the bearing loads and load angles for the
dynamic cases,, it can be deduced that the same order of mag-
nitude of differences in the spring and damping coefficients
•would exist by virtue of equations ^5 and h6 .
The purpose of Tables 1 and 2 Is to show the small effect
that friction has on the film forces and spring and damping co-
efficients, and therefore to justify neglecting friction in the
preparation of the dimensionless tables in Appendix C. In gen-
eral, friction can be neglected in all cases except when
(UJ- 20) and e are very small ; as in half speed whirl.
Table 3 Illustrates the effect of the choice of cavitation
boundary conditions on the spring and damping coefficients.
Using Ockvirk's boundary conditions, Holmes assumes that the
entire half of the bearing is cavitated , an assumption which
approaches this theory only at the higher eccentricity ratios.
Thus there is close agreement at n = .6, while at n = .2 the
two theories yield somewhat different values. At first, it
would be expected that this theory should always give less
values of K„_ t K. B„. and B at low eccentricity ratiosrr ss rr rs
since these coefficients go to zero in the completely uncavl-
tated sltuation(see Appendix C), but this is not so because
the film and the film forces obtained by this theory are un-
symmetrical about = 1.5 . and thus a clear comparison can-
not be made. However, by comparing the results of this inves-
tigation for a high and a low feed pressure, it can be seen
that as the feed pressure increases causing the film extent to
increase, the radial spring coefficient decreases.
^7

Sternlicht|13 used Sommerfeld f s boundary conditions and
digital methods to solve Reynolds 1 three dimensional equation
and to obtain spring and damping coefficients for a full Jour-
nal bearing. However, no quantitative basis for comparison
could be found, although it is significant to note that Stern-
licht found the damping cross terms 3 and B. negligible,
while this theory and Holmes * analysis found these coefficients
to be of the same order of magnitude as 3 and B .
jt/ xx
The general validity of the results can best be ascertained
by examining the initial assumptions that were made. Since
low to moderately loaded bearings are considered in this investi-
gation, bearing distortion and viscosity variations due to pres-
sure can be neglected. Also the choice of a circumferential
groove feeding arrangement reduces the variation of viscosity
due to temperature since the oil flow for a line source is
three to four times that for other feeding arrangements at any
given load. 14- . The accuracy of the short bearing approximation
is illustrated in Appendix A where the error is negligible for
L/D si \ % and is acceptable for L/D =s §.
The assumptions that undoubtedly need considerably more
investigation are those that apply to the flow of the fluid
through the cavity .under dynamic conditions, particularly
where the striations Join the downstream' boundary. The steady
state investigations (referenced in the Introduction) using
transparent bearings have shown a finite and irregular distri-
bution of striations, with the result that considerable mixing
must occur at the downstream boundary, and thus in actuality
the downstream boundary cannot be precisely defined mathema-
tically. Also, because of the low pressure gradients immedi-
ately surrounding the boundary, surface tension and wettability
probably influence the shape of the boundary.
The other assumptions that were made such as laminar flow,
Newtonian fluid, etc., are generally accepted and will not be




This investigation has analyzed and programmed the un-
steady motion of a circular, circumferentlally grooved journal
bearing. The results should prove useful in designing the
particular type of bearing considered, while the analytical
and computational methods employed can be modified for appli-
cation to other bearing configurations. The most important
point that was brought out by this investigation was that ne-
glecting the oil film between 6 = tt and = 2n will not
yield good values for the spring and damping coefficients in
lightly loaded high speed bearings, where Ockvirk's theory
that a given load establishes the attitude angle is invalid.
Conversely, it would be expected that assuming a complete
film in that region would also give poor results with the
exception of hydrostatic bearings.
Recommendations for future work in the subject area of
this investigation are listed below.
1. Devise and construct an experimental apparatus to
measure dynamic forces and load angles, with sufficient
accuracy to establish the validity of the boundary
conditions of this investigation as compared to
Ockvirk's boundary conditions.
2. Extend Richardson's theory and his program to obtain
the spring and damping coefficients. If the differ-
ences are relatively small, Richardson's analysis
would be preferable due to the simplicity of his
boundary conditions; in its general form it could
more readily be modified for various particular anal-
ysis such as half speed whirl, stability, vibrations,
etc.
3. For use with L/D>-|, program Reynolds' three dimensional







Accuracy of the Short Bearing Approximation
Donalds on[?[] obtained an exact solution to Reynolds'
equation for a journal bearing using series solutions and ap-
plying Somraerfeld's boundary conditions, but he assumed that
the feed pressure was sufficiently high to suppress cavita-
tion. Figure XVIII is a comparison of Donaldson's solution
and the results of this Investigation, using data for uncavi-
tated bearings from Appendix C. Two length to diameter ratios
are plotted as a function of eccentricity ratio versus the

































The analysis was programmed in Fortran II for use on the
IBM 709*4- digital computer. The program in its present form can
be used either as a main program or as a subroutine by the In-
sertion of the proper administrative and format statements.
A sufficient number of comment statements is in tne program
to permit someone who is familiar with the language to follow
the logic, but some of the detailed computational methods need
further explanation.
It can be seen in Figure VIII that as the circumferential
flow becomes much less than the axial flow that the downstream
boundary conditions approach the upstream boundary conditions,
and equation 22 applies throughout. If the flow is negative,
i.e., (CO - 20) is negative, then the positions of the upstream
and downstream boundaries are reversed. To determine which
condition prevailed, the following expression was used:
circumferential flox^ jV ncVelocity Ratio (VR) = ^^^^°'^ ^ — ^
axial flow |Ano|+|e|
This gave not only the direction of the oli'ouiaferentlal flow,
but also its relative magnitude. If VR was positive, all
iterations were done in the positive 6 direction, and if VR
was negative, then all iterations were done in the negative
© direction.
The beginning of the upstream boundary was obtained by
iterating in 3 degree intervals, starting at e = rr and calcu-
lating w by equation 22, until the following conditions were
1. w(I) < L
2. w(I) < w(I -1)
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If these conditions were not satisfied when the program had
iterated through 2n, then a non-cavitated solution was obtained
by means of definite integrals (see Appendix D).
If cavitation was present, then 6 2 was located by iterat-
ing in one degree intervals starting at G, , again calculating
w by equation 22, until w(I) > w(I-l) i.e., the sign of the
slope of the cavitation boundary changed. This established 0^ .
One degree Intervals were used between 6j and Q2 so that greater
accuracy could be obtained in calculating h# later in the pro-
gram.
Then, starting again at 6, or 6, +3, whichever was even,
the program was Iterated in 6 degree intervals using equation
22 to calculate the film width along the upstream boundary, and
equation 27 to calculate the film width along the downstream
boundary. Equation 27 was applied as follows:
1. Assume that w(I) = w(I-l)
2. Determine h* by iterating through the w's previously
calculated between 6, and Qx , until w* > w(I).
then interpolate between the stored values of 6* on
either side of w(I) to obtain h*.
3. Calculate the slope -r^ by means of equation 27, using
h*(I-l) and w(I-l).
dw4. Then, w(l) ^ w(I-l) + ~ Ae
However, because equation 27 becomes invalid, both mathemati-
cally and analytically, as-/L-*-0, and because the quantity
(h-h*) becomes very small and practically impossible to calcu-
late digitally with any accuracy as VR —*- 0, it was necessary




1. If |VR| > .25, equation 27 applied.
2. If |VR|«C.25, equation 22 applied.
The number .25 was obtained by trial and error; as VR app-
roached this value, the downstream boundaries by equations 22
and 27 agreed very closely (Figures XV and XVI have VR values
of .33 and -.33 respectively). At lower values of VR , this
program gave inconsistant results for the reasons mentioned.
For each 6 , the differential forces and coefficients
vrere calculated by equations 28 and 28 and equations 37 through
44. The integral of h*dz for use in calculating the friction-
al forces in the cavitated zone was evaluated by Simpson's Rule
using 3 ordinates
:
h*dz 2; \ (h* - h*)(w* - 4wQ ,r^ + w)5 ave
IV
Then the differential forces and coefficients were integrat-
ed from 6 as tt to = 3tt, by means of the subroutine, which
uses Simpson's Rule and 61 ordinates. For clarity, each compon-
ent of each equation was calculated separately; thus DCSS1 is
the first term of dK .
ss
The remainder of the program is self explanatory. It
should be noted though that FR is the radial force directed






ANALYSIS CF A CIRC sENTIALLY GROOVED JOURNAL BEARING
-ut is total bearing length , journal rao ius , rao ial clearance,
angular speed, orbital speec, racial v eloc i ty
,
eccentr i c i ty ratio,
absolute feei essure,and viscosity ( el , r, c ,om, ph idot ,de , en , po , u
)
limits are lb, in, sec, radians
cutput is radial, tangential, horizontal, and vertical gearing forces




linens ron x2(99),w2(99),x(61),w(61),df11(61) ,df12(61) ,df13(61) ,
1cf1m61 ) ,cf2 (6 1) ,df23 ( 61 ) , df24 ( 61 ) ,dcrr1(61 ) ,dcrr2(61) , dc sri (61 ) ,
2ccsr2(61) ,ahsdz4 61),ccrr3(61) ,dcrs4( 61 ) , dcss4( 61 ), dcsr3( 61 )
,
3CF15(61) ,DF2: (6 1) ,W1 ( 124)
COMBINE AND REDUCE INPUT
GA=0M-2.0*PHID0T
F=PG-15.0
P I = 3 . 1 4 1
6







c V. = .
EP = 0.








MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLOW
VR=GA/ (ABSF(GA)+A8SF(DE/(E!\*C)))
IF(VR) 2 10,110,110
LOCATE XI FOR NEGATIVE FLOW BY ITERATING IN
NEGATIVE THETA DIRECT ION, BEGINNING AT 5 PI
3 DEG INTERVALS IN














( x l )
EQUATION 20
PH=.l U*EL**2»(-2 .0*DE*AAA+GA*EN*C«BBB)/(C» ( 1 .0+EN*AAA ) ) *»3
IF(4.0*PH+H) 212f215,215
. UATION 2^
212 Kl(K)=SQRTF(-( ( C* ( 1 . +EN*AAA ) )**3»P ) /(3.0*U*( (-2.0*DE*
lAAA)+( GA*EN»C»BB8 ) ) ) )
IF(K-l) 999,220,2
213 IF(W1(K-1)-.499*EL) 220,214,214
214 IF(W1(K)-W1(K-1'J ) 240,220,220
215 kl(K)=0.5*EL
22 o CONTINUE
LOCATE X2 FOR NEGATIVE FLOW BY ITERATING IN ONE DEG INTERVALS IN
-NEGATIVE THEiA DIRECTION , BEGINNING AT XI
240 CO 250 J=l,99
J = J
241 A = J
X2( J)=Xl-(A*. 01745)
QUATION 22
0V>2( J) = SQRTF(-((C*( 1 . + EN«COSF ( X2( J ) ) ) ) **3*P ) / { 3. 0* u» ( {-2.0*DE *
1C0SF(X2( J) ) )+(GA»EN*C*SINF(X2(J) ) ) ) ) )
IF ( J-3 ) 250,250,245







LOCATE XI FOR POSITIVE FLOW BY ITERATING IN 3 DEG INTERVALS IN
POSITIVE THEIA DIRECTION, BEGINNING AT 3 PI















112 hl(K)=SQRTF(-((C«(1.0+EN*AAA) ) »*3*P ) / ( 3. 0*U* ( (-2.0*DE»
AA) + ( GA*EN»C*BBB ) ) ) )
IP(K-l) 999,120,113
IF(WKK-i)-.499»EL) 120,114,114
114 IF(W1(K)-W1(K-1 ) ) 140,120,12
115 kl(K)=0.5*EL
120 CONTIN
LOCATE X2 FOR POSITIVE FLOh BY ITERATING IN ONE DEG INTERVALS I I
POSITIVE THEfA DIRECTION , BEG IG AT XI
140 CO 150 J=l,99
J = J
141 £ = J
X2( J)=X1+(A*.01745)
EQUATION 22
0W2( J)=SQRTF(-((C*( 1 . 0+EN*COSF ( X2( J) ) ) )**3*P)/( 3. 0*U* ( ( -2 . 0*D£ *
1C0SF(X2( J) ) ) + (GA*EN*C»SINF(X2( J) ) ) ) ) )
If ( J-3 ) 150,150,145
145 IF(W2( J)-W2( J-3 ) ) 150,151,151
150 CONTINUE






INCREMENT IN 6 DEGREE INTERVALS AROUND THE JOURNAL BEGINNING AT
XI (IF XI EVEN) OR AT Xl + 3( IF XI ODD)





BBB=SINF (X( I )
RELATIVE MAGNITUDE OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLOW IS SMALL,
EQUATION 22 .PPLYS ; oHCUT










165 •• II) = S0.Nrr(-t(C*C.oviN»AAA))»«3*P)/(3.C»U*((-2.0*DE»AAA) + (GA»EN
1 *C*BBB) ) ) )
/»HS = C* (1.0+EN»AAA)
XS = X( I )
TG 168
COWNSTRE .^UTED FROM STATEMENT 166 THROUGH 1667
166 IF(VR) 11,15/15
11 IF (1-6 1) 12,13,999








H« FOR EQUATION 27
20 CO 1664 J=1,JJ
IF(J-JJ) 36,165,999
36 IF(W(I )-W2(J) ) 1664,1661,16 61
1661 IFU-1 )999, 1662, 1663
1662 XS=X2(J)
GO TO 1665
166 3 XS=X2( J- I ) + ( • (I )-.,2( J-l) )*(X2(J)-X2(J-1))/<W2U)-W2U-1))
GO TO 1665
1664 CONTINUE
1665 AHS = C*(1.0 + E\'«C0SF(XS) )
AH=C*( 1.0+EN*AAA)
EQUATION 27
CW=(0.5*W{I)*(-2.0*DE*AAA+GA*EN«C*BBB)+( ( AH**3*P)/ (6 .0*U*W ( I ) ) ) ) /
1 (GAMAH-AHS) )
1667 M I )=W( I )+A8SF( DW)*.1047
59 IF(W(I )-EL«0.5) 168,i67,I67
167 fc(I)=0.5*EL







CIFFERENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF FILM WIDTH AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
IN CAVITATED ZONE
REMOVE ALL CAROS DOWN TO 1683 IF FRICTIONAL EFFECTS ARE TO tic
NEGLECTED,
1682 4hSDZ=0.
IF( ,49*EL-W( I ) ) 1683,1683, 1671
1671 AHl2S=AHlS+( AHS-AHlS ) /2.0






U ATI ON 2




1673 M2 = SQRTF(-( ( C* ( 1 .0+EN*DDD) ) *»3»P ) / ( 3.0*U*< ( -2.0*DE«D0D) + ( GA*EN
L«C«EEE) ) ) )
EQUATION 22
hS = SQRTF(-((C«( 1.0+EN*C0SF(XS> > )*«3»P)/(3.0*U*{ (-2.0*DE*
lCOSF(XS) )+(GA*EN»C*SINF(XS) ) ) ) )
SSS=ABSF( (AH1S-AHSJ/2.0)
AHSCZ =(SSS/3.0)*(W1(K)+4.0*W12+WS)
1633 CCRR3( I } =AHSDZ»8BB*AAA7AA








IN COMPLETE FILM ZONE























W ( I )
W(I)
(BB*






















(I )/ :. L
INSERT PRINT STATEMENT HERE
CAVITATEL REGION LS DESIREC.
IF THETA ANC FILM WIDTHtPER CENT) IN
1635 IF(VR; 1 686, 1668 , 1686
1686 1=1-1
IF { I ) 999,1687,170
1687 1=61
CO TO 170






. TEGRATE FUNCTIONS OF FIL.V V.IDTH AND DIFFERENTIAL TRI GONO.YE TRI C
FUNCTIONS , USING SIMPSONS RULE
=SIMP(DF1 )
EC - SIMP (OF 12)
EG = SI MP I OF .3)
- SIMP (OF 2)




















































AC = 1.57/(1. 0-EN**2)*»L«5


































CRR=-2.0»(CRR1+CRR2+CRR3 ) *C/ ( 7.5*EL*R
)
CRS=-2.0*(CRS1+CRS2+CRS3+CRS4 )*C/ (7. 5*EL«R )
CSS=-2.0*(CSS1+CSS2+CSS3+CSS4 ) *C/ ( 7.5*EL*R
)
C SR = 2 . 0« ( CSRi+C SR2 +CSR3 ) *C / ( 7 . 5* EL*R
)
ERR=-2.0*BRR*OM*C/ ( 7.5«EL»R )




EBB=SINF( PHI ) **2
CCC = COSF(PHI }*SINF( PHI )


















CO 8 00 1=2,60,2
800 EVEN =EVEN + Y{ I )
CO 810 1=3,59,2
810 CDD=ODD+Y(I)








Tabulated Values of Bearing Load, Attitude Angle,
And Spring and Damping Constants
Tables 4 through 45 contain values of dimensionless load,
load angle, and dimensionless spring and damping constants a:
function of eccentricity ratio, pressure ratio, and dimension-
less squeeze. The eccentricity is in increments of 0.1 from
0.1 to 0.7, the latter being chosen as the upper limit in
order to remain within the limits of the short bearing approx-
imation, the assumption of constant viscosity, and the assump-
tion of no journal or bearing distortion. The pressure ratios
are 1.5 » 2.0, 3*0. 4.0, 5»0, and 6.0, which adequately cover
the range of most bearing applications. The choice for varia-
tion of squeeze was made as follows: from Shaw and Macks
P ]








Now let jj = or Vary from | to 1. Then R varies from 2L to „L
and:






_-4 ,. >3Now assume a viscosity range from 10 " to 10 lb-sec/in and




A* (10^')(100)(.278)(icr ) , R ,
-^miw 15 m±ot>
m
(10- g )(2000)(1.6)(10 y )
= 21,0Q
"' * MAX 15
However, no bearing applications at the upper limit could
conceived and so it was decided to vary
_Aj* from .1 to 8000
in 30 steps that would permit easy interpolation. It should
be noted that generally the first few entries in each table
are uncavitated bearings, which can be recognized by virtue of
the fact that - 90°
.
The tabulations are in terms of the entire bearing length
(2L) and are converted to dimensional values as follows:
F = ?p LR
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The following definite integrals are used in evaluating
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